**WSU COE Case Study Form**

**Observation** | **Interpretations** | **Hypothesis (always a question)** | **Curricular Decisions** | **Outcomes**  
--- | --- | --- | --- | ---  
1. Type your observation number one here. Do not hit the enter key until you are ready to go to another observation.  
2. Highlight the directions leaving the number 1 intact and then delete. | 1. Make no judgments  
2. Use words such as: perhaps, it seems, maybe | 1. If...Then statement  
OR  
Research Question  
1. Does____?  
if_____?  
Will_____? | 1. Allow Kevin to … | 1. Did it work or not  

*Student: ______________________________*  
*Teacher: ______________________________*  
*Date: ______________________________*